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Abstract

Given an action of a discrete quantum group (in the sense of Van Daele, Kustermans and

Effros-Ruan) A on a C*-algebra C, satisfying some regularity assumptions resembling the proper

F-compact action for a classical discrete group F on some space, we are able to construct canoni-

cal maps [A), (fi1 respectively) (i = 0,1) from the .4-equivariant K-homology groups KKf(C, <p)

to the K-theory groups Ki(Ar) (Ki(A) respectively), where Ar and A stand for the quantum

analogues of the reduced and full group C*-algebras (c.f. [11], [6]). We follow the steps of the

construction of the classical Baum-Connes map (c.f. [1],[2], [13], [14]), although in the context

of quantum group the nontrivial modular property of the invariant weights (and the related

fact that the square of the antipode is not identity) has to be taken into serious consideration,

making it somewhat tricky to guess and prove the correct definitions of relevant Hilbert module

structures.
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1 Introduction

The famous conjecture made by Paul Baum and Alain Connes has given birth to one of the

most interesting areas of research in both classical and noncommutative geometry, topology,

K-Theory etc. Let us very briefly recall the main statement of this conjecture (c.f. [1], [2],

and also [13], [14] for a nice and easily accessible account). Given a locally compact group

G, and a locally compact Hausdorff space X equipped with a G-action such that X is proper

and G-compact (see for example [13] and the references therein for various equivalent formu-

lation of these concepts), there are canonical maps /i[ : KK9(CQ{X),(§) -» Ki(C*(G)), and

Hi : KKf {CQ(X), (p) -> Ki(C*{G)), for « = 0,1, where C0{X) is the commutative G*-algebra of

continuous complex-valued functions on X vanishing at infinity, C*(G) and C*(G) are respec-

tively the reduced and free groups C*-algebras, and KKG denotes the Kasparov's equivariant

KK-functor. In particular, KKG(Co(X),$) is identified with the G-equivariant K-homology

of X, and thus is essentially something geometric or topological, whereas the object Ki{.) on

the right hand side involves the reduced or free group algebras, which are analytic in some

sense. Now, let EG be the universal space for proper actions of G. The definition of proper

G-actions and explicit constructions in various cases of interest can be found in [13],[14] and

the references therein. The equivariant K-homology of EG, say RKp{EG),i = 0,1, can be

defined as the inductive limit of K KG
 (CQ(X) , ($), over all possible locally compact, G-proper

and G-compact subsets X of the universal space EG. Since the construction of KKf and Ki

commute with the procedure of taking an inductive limit, it is possible to define /x[, fi% on the

equivariant if-homology RKG{EG), and the conjecture of Baum-Connes states that \x\,i = 0,1

are isomorphisms of abelian groups. This conjecture admits certain other generalizations, such

as the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients (which seems to be false from some recent

result announced by M. Gromov, see [13] for references), but we do not want to discuss those

here. However, we would like to point out that the Baum-Connes conjecture has already been

verified for many classical groups, using different methods and ideas from many diverse areas

of mathematics, and has given birth to many new and interesting tools and techniques in all

these areas. In fact, the truth of this conjecture, if established, will prove many other famous

conjectures in topology, geometry and if-theory.

Now, in last two decades, the theory of quantum groups has become another fast-growing

branch of mathematics and mathematical physics. Motivated by examples coming from physics,

as well as some fundamental mathematical problems (e.g. to develop a good theory of du-

als for noncommutative topological groups), many mathematicians including Drinfeld, Jimbo,

Woronowicz and others have formulated and studied the concept of quantum groups, which is a

far-reaching generalization of classical topological groups. On the other hand, with the pioneer-

ing efforts of Connes (see [4]), followed by himself and many other mathematicians, a powerful

generalization of classical differential and Riemannian geometry has emerged under the name of



noncommutative geometry, which has had, since its very beginning, very close connections with

if-theory too. Furthermore, Baaj and Skandalis ([3]) have been able to construct an analogue

of equivariant KK-theoiy for the actions of quantum groups, as natural extension of Kasparov's

equivariant KK-theovy. This motivates one to think of a possibility of generalizing the Baum-

Connes construction in the framework of quantum groups. In the present article, we make an

attempt towards this generalization. As we have already mentioned : there are two steps in the

classical formulation of the Baum-Connes conjecture. First of all, one has to define the maps /x[

for G-compact and G-proper actions. Then in the second step, one defines the universal space

for proper action of the group, and then more importantly, tries to build explicit good models

for this universal space to show that it can be approximated in a suitable sense by its subsets

having G-proper and G-compact actions, thereby defining the maps n\ by inductive limit. What

we have been able to achieve in our work here is essentially the first step, for a class of quantum

groups called discrete quantum groups (which are indeed generalizations of discrete groups).

However, a definition of proper action of quantum groups has been already proposed in [5], and

we hope that it may be possible to achieve the second step starting from this definition, thereby

actually formulating (and then verifying in some cases, if possible) Baum-Conens conjecture for

discrete quantum groups. But we would like to postpone that task for later work.

We would also like to mention one thing. We have restricted ourselves within the framework

of discrete quantum groups not only because it is technically easier to do so, but also because, in

fact, the classical Baum-Connes conjecture is very interesting and nontrivial for discrete groups,

and in some sense most of the difficult cases belong to them. Of course, if our programme

seems to go through satisfactory for discrete quantum groups, we would like to take up more

general locally compact quantum groups in future. It should be noted that in the quantum case,

discreteness does not imply the unimodularity of the haar weight, and thus even for discrete

quantum groups, one has to be very careful about the choices of left or right invariant weights

as well as the appropriate role of the modular operator, as we shall see.

Let us conclude this section with some useful notational convention. For a Hilbert space H-,

and some pre-C*-algebra B C B(H), we shall denote the multiplier algebra of the norm-closure

of B by M(B). For two Hilbert spaces Hi,H2 and some bounded operator X € B(H\ ® H2) =

B(Hi) ® B(H2), we denote by X12 the operator X ® 1% on Hi®^® H2, and denote by Xn

the operator (lHl <g> £)(X <g> 1%)(1HI ® s ) o n Hi®H2® H2, where S : Hi ® H2 -> H2 ® H2

flips the two copies oiH2. For two vectors £,77 €H\ we define a map T^v : B(Hi ®H2) —> B(H2)

by setting T^V(A ® B) :=< £, Ar\ > B, where A e B(Hi),B € B(Hi), and extend this definition

to the whole of B{H\ ®H2) in the obvious way. It is easy to see that T^(X*) = (TV^(X))*, and

Tg(X) is nonnegative operator if X is. In fact, T^ is a completely positive map.

For some Hilbert space H, we denote by BQ(H) the C*-algebra of compact operators on H,

and by C(E) the C*-algebra of adjointable linear maps on a Hilbert ^.-module E. Furthermore,

for a von Neumann algebra B C B(H), and some Hilbert space H', we introduce the following



notation : for rj G H',X G B(U') ®B = C(W ® B), Xrj := X{r} ® lB) G W ® B. Note that we

have denoted by Ti' ®B the Hilbert von Neumann module obtained from the algebraic B-module

W ®aig B by completing this algebraic module in the strong operator topology inherited from

B('H,'HI ® %), where we have identified an element of the form (£ ® b), £ G H', b G B, with

the operator which sends a vector v G Ti to (£ <g> bv) G W ® H. It is easy to see that %' ® B is

isomorphic as a Hilbert von Neumann module with {X G #(%, W®U) : I c = (l®c)X, Vc G 5'},

where #' denotes the commutant of B in B(H). Similarly, for a possibly nonunital C*-algebra

A, we can complete the algebraic pre-Hilbert A module H' <8>aig A in the locally convex topology

coming from the strict topology on M.(A), so that the completion becomes in a natural way a

locally convex Hilbert M(A)-module, to be denoted by H' ® M(A). It is also easy to see that

if X G M(BoCH') ®A),rje W, then we have Xi\ = X(rj ® 1) G W ® M{A).

If Z?i,#2 are two von Neumann algebras, V! is a Hilbert space, and p : B\ —> B2 is a

normal *-homomorphism, then it is easy to show that (id ® p) : %' ®aig B\ —)• %' <8>aig B2

admits a unique extension (to be denoted again by (id ® p)) from the Hilbert von Neumann

module T-L' ® B\ to the Hilbert von Neumann module V! ® 82- Furthermore, one has that

(id ® p)(Xrj) — (id ® p)(X)rj for X G B("H') ® B, rj G H'. By very similar arguments one

can also prove that if A\,A2 are two C*-algebras, and TT : Ai —> Ai is a nondegenerate *-

homomorphism (hence extends uniquely as a unital strictly continuous *-homomorphism from

M(A\) to M(A2))i then (id ® TT) : %' ®&\% A\ -> %' ®aig A2 admits a unique extension (to

be denoted by the same notation) from V! ® M(A\) to V.' ® M(A2), which is continuous in

the locally convex topologies coming from the respective strict topologies. We also have that

(id®ir)(Xr)) = (id ® TC)(X)T], for X G M(B0(H') ® A),r) G W.

2 Preliminaries on discrete quantum groups

We briefly discuss the theory of discrete quantum groups as developed in [10], [6],[12], [8] and

other relevant references to be found there. Let us fix an index set I (possibly uncountable),

and let AQ := (BaeiAa be the algebraic direct sum of *4a's, where for each a, Aa = Mn<x is the

finite dimensional C*-algebra of na x na matrices with complex entries, and na is some positive

integer. Let us denote by M = M(Ao) the unital C*-algebra consisting of all collections (aa)aej

with aa G Aa for each a, and supQ ||aa|| < 00. The algebra operations are taken to be the obvious

ones; i.e. (aa) + (ba) := (aa + ba), (aa).(ba) := (aaba) and (aa)* := (a*). Similarly, denote by

M(Ao ® AQ) the C*-algebra consisting of all collections of the form (aa ® bp) where a,/3 varies

over I, and equip M.(AQ ® AQ) with the obvious C*-algebra structure. Let us now assume that

there is a unital C*-homomorphism A : M(Ao) -> M(AQ ®AQ) which satisfies the following :

(i) For a, b G Ao, we have

Ti(a®6) :=A(a)(l®b) G A



and

T2{a ® b) := [a ® 1)A(6) € -40 ®alg

(ii) Ti,T2 : .4o ®alg A ->• A ®aig *4o are bijections;

(iii) A satisfies the coassociativity in the sense that

(o ® 1 ® 1)(A ® td)(A(6)(l ® c)) = (id® A)((o ® 1)A(6))(1 ® 1 ® c),

for a,b,c € >4o- As explained in the relevant references mentioned above, (A®id), (id® A) admit

extensions as C*-homomorphisms from A4(Ao ® *4o) to A4(.4o ® -̂ o ® «"4o) (we denote these

extensions by the same notation) and the condition (iii) translates into (A® id)A = (id® A)A.

The above conditions essentially constitute the definition of a discrete quantum group (for

details see [10], [8] and [6]). Let us recall from [10] and [8] some of the important properties of

our discrete quantum group Ao. It is remarkable that it is possible to deduce from (i) to (iii)

the existence of a canonical antipode 5 : AQ -» Ao satisfying S(S(a)*)* = a and other usual

properties of the antipode of a Hopf algebra. Furthermore, there exists a counit e : Ao -» <£•

For details of the constructions of these maps and their properties we refer to [10].

We shall call an arbitrary collection (aQ)aG/, with aa € AaVa, the "algebraic multiplier" of

Ao. The set of all algebraic multipliers of AQ., denoted by -Maig(.4.o), is obviously a *-algebra, with

pointwise multiplication and adjoint, i.e. for U = (ua),V — (va) S A^aig(vAo), UV :— {uQva)a,

and U* := (it*). Clearly, any element of Ao can be viewed as an element oiM^giAo), by thinking

of a € Ao as (aQ), where aa is the component of a in Aa. It is easy to see that Ua, all € AQ for

a 6 Ao, U € MzigiAo)- We can give a similar definition of algebraic multiplier of AQ®AO, which

will be any collection of the form M = {ma/s)a>l3ei, with ma/# € Aa ® Ap. In fact, since by [10]

there is a bijection of the index set / , say a i-> a', such that S(ea) = eai, S(ea>) = ea, we can

define S{X) for X = (xa)T £ M&ig{A0) by S(X) := X' = « ) / where x'a = S{xa,). Similarly,

to define A(X) for X = (xa) € M^Ao), we note that (c.f. [10]) for fixed a,/3 € I, there is

a finite number of 7 6 / such that A(e7)(eo, <8> e^) is nonzero. Thus, A(X) can be defined as

the element Y € -Ma]g(.Ao ® Ao) such that Y = (yap), where yap = J37 A(a;7)A(e7)(ea ®ep).

For algebraic multipliers A, B of AQ and L of Ao ® Ao, it is clear that A(A) = L if and only if

A(Aa) = LA (a) Va G Ao, and S(A) = B if and only if S(Aa) = S{a)B for a e A -

Let /C be the smallest Hilbert space containing the algebraic direct sum ©Qg//Ca = ®aQna,

i.e. K — {{fa)aei '• fa S fca — QnalYLa \\fa\\2 < °°}i where the possibly uncountable sum ]Ta

means the limit over the net consisting of all possible sums over finite subsets of / . Let us consider

the canonical imbedding of Ao in B(K), with Aa acting on (p""*. Let A be the completion of Ao

under the norm-topology inherited from B(fC). Let us fix some matrix units efj,i,j = l,...,na

for Aa = Mn<x, w.r.t. some fixed orthonormal basis ef,i = l,...,na, of (pn°, and thus A is the

C*-algebra generated by e^-'s. It is also clear that any element of A^aig(^4o) can be viewed as



a possibly unbounded operator on /C, with the domain containing the algebraic direct sum of

/Ca's. Similarly, elements of M.&\%{AQ ® AQ) can be thought of as possibly unbounded operators

on K, <8> 1C with suitable domain.

Let us denote by A'o the set of all linear functional on Ao having "finite support", i.e. they

vanish on Aa's for all but finite many a G / . It is clear that any / € A'o can be identified as

a functional on Mgis(Ao), by defining f{{aa)i) := E Q G / / ( o a ) = Z) / 0 / (o a ) , where Jo is the

finite set of a's such that for a's not belonging to Jo, f\Aa = 0. With this identification, / ( I )

makes sense for any / £ M&\S(AQ). Let us denote by ea the identity of Aa = Mna, which is a

minimal central projection in .Ao- For any subset I\ of I we denote by ej1 the direct sum of eQ's

for a G I\. It is clear that a functional / on .Ao is i n «̂ o ^ an(^ o n ty if there is some finite I\ such

that f(a) = / ( e ^ a ) for all a € AQ.

We say that a linear functional <j> (not necessarily with finite support) on .4.0 is left invariant

if we have (id ® <f>)((b ® l)A(a)) = b<f>(a) for all a,b € Ao, or equivalently, 0((w ® «d)(A(a))) =

w(l)$>(a) for all a G ̂ 4o> w G ̂ o- Similarly, a linear functional >̂ on .Ao is called right invariant

if (if) ® *d)((l ® 6)A(o)) = ip(a)b for all a, 6 € ^4o- Let us now recall some of the main results

regarding left and right invariant functionals as proved in [10]. It is shown in [10] that up to

constant multiples, there is a unique left invariant functional, and same thing is true for right

invariant functionals, although in general (unless S2 = id) left and right invariant functionals

are not the same. Moreover, for each a € / , there is a positive invertible element Ka £ Aa such

that the positive functional <f> defined by

<f>(x)=Tra(K-1x)

for x € Aa, (where Tra is the trace on the algebra Aa of na x na matrices) and extended on Ao

by linearity, is left invariant. We get a right invariant positive functional if) by replacing K'1

by caKa for some positive constant ca, i.e.

ij)(x) := caTra(Kax),

for x G Aa. Furthermore, S2(a) = K~xaKa for a € Aa. If we define a possibly unbounded

positive invertible operator K on K by setting K\ica = Ka for each a, then it is easy to see that

if)(a) — ca(p(K2a) = ca(f)(aK2) for a G Aa- Now, observe that a i-> (j>(S(a)) is right invariant,

hence there is some constant c such that ip — c<f> o 5. From the results of [8] it follows that there

is a "modular operator" 6, which can be thought of as a collection (<5Q)agj such that Sa G AQ

for each a (i.e. 8 G Maig{A0)), and we also have that A(<5) = 5 ® S, S(5) = 6'1, 5(5~1) = «5,

in the sense described earlier; and furthermore, </>(5(a)) = <fr(aSa) for all a G Aa. Thus, for

a G Aa, ca<p(aKa) — if)(a) — c(f>(S(a)) = c</>(a5a). Since c is clearly nonzero, we conclude that

5a = c~xcaK\ for each a. Let us now argue that c is positive, which will show the positivity of



Sa. Since tp is by construction a positive functional, we need to prove that <po S is positive too.

However, for a e Ao, cj>(S{a*a)) = <f>(S(a)S{a*)) = <f>(S(a)S2{S(a)*)) = <f>(S(a)K-lS(a)*K).

Prom the definition of </> in terms of trace on each finite dimensional component, it is clear

that (p(S(a)K-1S(a)*K) = (f>(K12S(a)K-1S(a)*K^) > 0. So, c is positive, and hence so is the
i

oparator Sa for each a. Let 9a := 5£ for each a, and let 9 be the unbounded positive operator

on K defined by 9\KU = 9a
9a.

Let us fix some a now. Prom [10], note that there is some index /3 such that S(Aa) — Ap,

and in particular S(ea) = ep. Since 8a is a finite dimensional positive invertible matrix, all its

eigenvalues are strictly positive. Similar thing is true for dp, ̂ l,Sjl too. Thus, we can choose a

holomorphic function g defined on an open set of the complex plane containing the union of the

spectrum of the matrices 8a,5p,5~l,8jl such that g(5a) = 0a, g(S^) = 6~l. As the restriction

of S on Aa, say Sa, is a linear map on a finite dimensional space, it is norm-continuous, and

furthermore, S(xn) = S{x)n for any positive integer n, x € Aa, from which it is easy to see that

S(9a) = S{g{5a)) = g{S(6a)) = g(6jl) = 9J1 = S(ea)9~l. Similarly, S^"1) = 9p. Since this is

true for any a, we conclude that S{9) = 9~l and S{9~1) = 9. By a very similar argument we can

prove that A(#) = 9 ® 9. Furthermore, from our discussion it is also clear that S2(a) = 9~1a9

for a 6 Ao. Let us summarize these facts here :

(a) There exists a positive (possibly unbounded) invertible operator 9 on fC, with its domain

containing all Ka% with 9a = 9\Ka e Aa satisfying A(0) = (0®0), S(9) = 0~\ and S{9~1) = 9.

(b) S2(a) = 9~la9 for all a e Ao.

(c) We can choose a positive faithful left invariant functional (to be referred to as left haar

measure later on) <j> and a positive faithful right invariant functional (to be referred to as right

haar measure) ip such that ip(a) = (f>(a92) = <p(92a) for a € AQ.

(d) <f>(S2(a)) = <j>(a),ip{S2(a)) = ip(a) for all a € Ao, where <j>,tp as in (c).

Note that we may have to multiply the left and right invariant functionals <f> and ip we constructed

earlier by some positive constant in order to make them satisfy the property (c) above.

We say that a unitary element in M.{C{%®A)) = M.{Bo{T-L) ®A) is a unitary representation

of the discrete quantum group A if (id <g> A)(U) = U12U13, and (id <g> S)(U) — U*. Note that

the second equality has to be understood in the sense of the definition of S on the algebraic

multiplier, i.e. (id® S)(U(1 <g> a)) = (1 <%> S(a))U* for all a € .Ao- Let us also make the following

useful observation : for X e M(BoCH) <g> A), and (,f|EW, we have that T^tV(X) £ M(A).

Let us now extend the definition of <p and ip on a larger set than Ao as follows. For a

nonnegative element a £ Ai(A) C B(K), we define <j>(a) as the limit of <j)j(a), whenever this

limit exists as a finite number, and where J is any finite subset of J, <f>j(.) := </>(ej.) = <f>(.ej),

and the limit is taken over the net of finite subsets of I partially ordered by inclusion. Similarly,



we set ip(a) = limj ip(eja) whenever the limit exists as a finite number. Since a general element

a G A4. (A) can be canonically written as a linear combination of four nonnegative elements, and

extend the definition of <p on M.(A) by linearity. For any nonnegative X G A4(Bo(7i)®A) (where

H is some Hilbert space), we define (id®4>)(X) as the limit in the weak-operator topology (if it

exists as a bounded operator) of the net [id ® cf>j)(X) over finite subsets J C / , and extend this

definition for a general X G M(Bo(H) ® A) in the usual way. Similar definition will be given

for (id®ip).

Lemma 2.1 If we choose H = K, in the above, and take any a € M.(A) such that <f>{a) is finite,

then (id®4>)(A(a)) = <f>(a)lM(A).

Proof :-

For any nonnegative X € M(A ® .4), and any positive operator P G *4o <8> Ao, with 0 < P < 1,

such that P and X commute, it is easy to see that (id ® <pj)(PX) < (id ® (j)j)(X), for any

finite subset J of J. By choosing large enough J one can ensure that P < (1 ® ej), so that

(id ® <j)j)(PX) = (id ® 4>)(PX) (PX is in Ao ® Ao, so (id ® <f>)(PX) makes sense). So, for any

vecror £ € /C, supF < £, (id ® <f>)(PX)£ >< supj < ^, (id ® ̂ j)(X)^ >, where the supremum

in the left hand side is taken over all positive P G .4.0 ® .4o with P < 1, and commutes

with X. On the other hand, for fixed finite subsets J, K, (e# ® ej) is one such P, and thus

supp < £, (id <8> <fi)(PX)l; >>< ex^-, (id ® ̂ j)(X)e^-^ >, and taking limit over iiT, we conclude

that supp < £, (zd<8> 4>)(PX)^ >> supj < £, (id ® ̂ ,/)(X)^ >, which proves that they are equal,

and hence (id ® </>)(-X") exists as a bounded operator if and only if the weak-operator limit of

(id<S><p)(Pi,X) exists as a bounded operator, over any net Pv of nonnegative operators in Ao®Ao,

commuting with X, and such that Pu f 1. Using this fact, we see that for nonnegative a G M(A),

(id®<j>)(A(a)) = Umjiff(»d®0)((e*-®l)A(ej)A(a)) = limJ>K(id® <f>)((eK ® l)A(oej)), where

J, K are varied over all finite subsets of / , and we have used the fact that e^'s are central

projections, and thus A(ej) commutes with A (a). From the above expression, by using the left

invariance of <p on .Ao, and then taking limits, the desired result follows.

We remark that an analogous fact is true for ip.

We shall now define a *-algebra structure on A'o, and then identify Ao with suitable elements

of A'Q , thereby equipping Ao with this new *-algebra structure, and then consider suitable C*-

completions. This will give rise to the analogues of the full and reduced group C*-algebra in the

framework of discrete quantum groups. Following [8] and others, we define / * g for / , g G Ao

by (/ * g)(a) := (f <8> g)(A(a)),a G .4o- Note that since f,g have finite supports, there is some

finite subset J of J such that (/®<y)(A(a)) = (f ® g)((ej ® ej)A(a)), and since (ej®ej)A(a) G

Ao®aXgAo, f *g is well defined. We also define an adjoint by f*(a) :— f(S(a)*),a G .4o- We now

define for each a G Ao, an element tpa € A'o by ipa(b) •= tp(ab). It is easy to verify the following

by using standard formulae involving A and 5.



Proposition 2.2 Fora,b 6 Ao, ipa*i>b = 4>a*b, where a*b := (id®ip)((l®b)((id®S~l){A(a)))) =

(<f>®id)((a<8>l){{S®id){A{b)))). Furthermore, ipl = ipat, where J := 6~2S~l{a*).

We denote by Ao the set Ao equipped with the *-algebra structure given by (a, b) *-*• a*b, a •-)•

a" described by the above proposition. There are two different natural ways of making AQ into

a C*-algebra, and thus we obtain the so-called reduced C*-algebra Ar and the free or full C*-

algebra A. This is done in a similar way as in the classical case : one can realize elements of

.Ao as bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space L2(<f>) (the GNS-space associated with the

positive linear functional </>, see [11] and [6] for details) and complete Ao in the norm inherited

from the operator-norm of B(L2(<j))) to get AT. The definition of A is slightly more complicated

and involves the realization of Ao as elements of the Banach ^-algebra Ll(<f>) (see [6] and other

relevant references) and then taking the associated universal C*-completion. However, it is not

important for us how the explicit constructions of these two C*-algebras are done; we refer to

[11], [6] for that; all we need is that Ao is dense in both of them in the respective norm-topologies.

It should also be mentioned that exactly as in the classical case, there is a canonical surjective

C*-homomorphism from A to Ar.

3 Construction of the analytic assembly map

In this section, we shall show how one can construct an analogue of the Baum-Connes analytic

assembly map for the action of the discrete quantum group AQ on some C*-algebra, under some

additional assumptions on the action, which may be called "properness and .A-compactness",

since these assumptions are actually weaker than having a proper and G-compact action in the

classical situation of an action by a group G. Our construction is analogous to that described

in, for example, [13],[14], for the discrete group. We essentially translate that into our noncom-

mutative framework step by step, and verify that it really goes through. However, in case S2 is

not identity, it is somewhat tricky to give the correct definition of .Ao-valued inner product, and

prove the required properties, as one has to suitably incorporate the modular operator 5.

Let C be a C*-algebra (possibly nonunital). Assume furthermore that there is an action of the

quantum group A on it, given by Ac • C —>• M.(C<S>A)-, which is coassociative C*-homomorphism,

and assume also that there is a dense *-subalgebra Co of C such that the following conditions

are satisfied :

Al Ac(c)(c' ® 1) e Co ®aig AQ for all c, c' € Co;

A2 Ac(c)(l ® a) G Co ®aig Ao for all c € Co, a e AQ;

A3 There is a positive element h € Co such that

or equivalently (id® <j))(Ac{h2)(c® 1)) = c,Vc €



Remark 3.1 In the classical situation, when A is CQ{G) for some discrete group, and Ao —

CC{G), C = CQ{X) for some locally compact Hausdorff space X equipped with an G-action such

that X is G-compact and G-proper, one can take CQ = CC(X), and it is easy to verify that

with this choice of Co, the conditions A l , A2, A3 are satisfied. It is rather stratightforward to

see A l and A2. The construction of a positive function h satisfying A3 can be found in [13].

Thus, the above conditions are in some sense noncommutative generalization of G-proper and

G-compact actions.

Remark 3.2 Let us note that the above assumptions are indeed satisfied in a typical situation,

namely for nice "quantum quotient spaces" corresponding to "quantum subgroups" of the discrete

quantum group A. Indeed, from [10], the existence of an element h as in A3 above follows, if

we take C = A, and Co = Ao- The same thing will trivially hold if C is taken to be a direct sum

of finitely many copies of A, with the natural action of A. More importantly, there is a natural

generalization of the notion of subgoups and quotient spaces for quantum groups, which is by now

more or less well-konwn and standard in this theory (see, for example, [9] for these concepts in

the context of compact quantum groups, and note that for more general quantum groups they can

be easily extended). It is not difficult to see, by using the fact that our assumptions A1,A2,A3

are valid for C = A, Co — Ao, that the same thing will be true if we take C to be the quotient by

some compact (i.e. finite dimensional in this case) quantum subgroup of A. This is of particular

interest in view of the fact that one of the models for the universal space for proper actions

of a classical discrete second countable group involves some kind of "infinite join" of some set

constructed out of disjoint union over all possible quotient spaces by finite subgroups of the group.

Thus, if a similar construction can be done in the noncommutative framework starting from the

definition of proper actions as proposed in [5], then it seems very likely that using the techniques

of the present article an analytic assembly map can be defined on the "quantum unversal space"

for "quantum proper action", and hence a precise formulation of the Baum-Connes conjecture

for discrete quantum groups will turn into a reality.

Now, our aim is to construct maps m : KKf-(C,($) —> K Ki(Cp, A) = Ki(A), and \i\ :

KKf(C,$) -> KKi(($,Ar) = Ki(Ar), for i = 0,1, i.e. even and odd cases. For simplicity let

us do it for i = 1 only, the other case can be taken care of by obvious modifications. We have

chosen the convention of [13] to treat separately odd and even cases, instead of treating both of

them on the same footing as in the original work of Kasparov or in [7]. This is merely a matter

of notational simplicity. For the definition and properties of equivariant KK groups KKA(.,.),

we refer to the paper by Baaj and Skandalis ([3]) (with the easy modifications of their definitions

to treat odd and even cases separately).

Let (U,TT,,F) be a cycle (following [13]) in KKf{C,<$), i.e.

(i) U € C(H <g) A)) = M(Bo(H) ®A) is a unitary representation of A, where T-L is a separable
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Hilbert space, i.e. U is unitary and (id ® A)(U) = E/12E/13, (id® S)(U) = U*;

(ii) n : C —»• B(?{) is a nondegenerate *-homomorphism such that (n <g> *d)(Ac(a)) = U(n(a) ®

l)*7*,VaeC;

(iii) J1 6 5(ft) is self-adjoint, [F,7r(c)],7r(c)(F2 - 1 ) e B0(H)\fc G C, and (F® 1)

We say that a cycle (U, TT, .F) is equivariant (or F is equivariant) if U(F ® 1)?7* = JF <g> 1. We

say that F is properly supported if for any c € Co, there are finitely many cj., ...c^, 61,..., && € Co

and Ai, ...Afc G £(%) (all depending on c) such that -F7r(c) = £J7T(CJ)AJ7T(&J).

Before we proceed further, let us make the following convention : we canonically embed A

in the set of bounded operators on fC, as described before, and for any element A € B(H), we

shall denote by A the element A ® ljc in £>("& <8> /C).

Theo rem 3.3 Given a cycle (U,ir,F), we can find a homotopy-equivalent cycle (U,ir,F') such

that (U,TT,F') is equivariant and F' is properly supported.

Proof :-

Since -K is nondegenerate, we can choose a net ev of elements from Co such that Tr(eu) converges

to the identity of B(H) in the strict topology, i.e. in the strong *-topology. Now, let Xv :=

ir(ev)
mUn(h)Fir(h)U*ir(ev) = *(ev)*(w ®i$(Ac(h))UFU*(* ®id){Ac(h))ir(ev). Since by our

assumption e* Ac{h) S Co ®aig -4o> a n d similar thing is true for Ac(h)e~u, it is easy to see that

Xv is of the form Xv = X)J(TT(CJ) ® aj)(UFU*)(ir(c':j) ® a p , for some finitely many Cj,c'j € Co

and aj, a'j 6 Ao- Choosing a suitably large enough finite subset I\ of / , we can assume that all

the a,j,a'j:s are in the support of eix, and hence it is easy to see that Xv G B(W) ®aig (e/i-^oe/i),

so {id® 4>)(XV) is finite. Similarly, (id® <f)('K(el,)*U'K(h'2)U*'n(ev)) is finite, and by assumption

A 3 , is equal to (?r(e*ej,) <g> 1). Now, from the operator inequality —||JF||1 < F < \\F\\l, we get

the operator inequality

-ir(ev)*Uir(h2)U*ir{lv)\\F\\ < Xv < Tt{lv

from which it follows after applying (id ® <f>) that

Since n(elev) —> 1B(H) m t n e strong operator topology, one can easily prove by the arguments

similar to those in [13] that (id®(p)(XI/) converges in the strong operator topology of B(7i), and

let us denote this limit by F'. It is also easy to see that in fact F' = (id®<f})(U(Tr(h)F7r(h)®l)U*),

where we have used the extended definition of (id ® (f>) on M. (Bo (%) ® A) as discussed in the

previous section.

Fix some c € Co- Clearly we have F'n(c) = (id® (f>)(Un(h)Fir(h)U*7r(c)). Now, note that

U7r(h)FTr(h)U*ir~(c) = (TT ® id)(Ac(h))UFU*(n ® id)((Ac(h)(c ® 1)). Since Ac(h)(c ® 1) €

Co ®aig Ao, we can write it as a finite sum of the form Y^ij,ax<ij ® e?j> w * t n xfj e ô» and
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where eg 's are the matrix units of Aa, as described in the previous section, and a in the

above sum varies over some finite set T, say, with i,j = l,...,na. Thus, Uir(h)Fn(h)U*Tr(c) =

Ea,i,j(K ® id){Ac(h))(l <g> eg)(-Fzg ® 1). Since for each a,i,j, Ac(h)(l ® eg) G Co ®aig A , we

can write Ac(h)(l <8> eg) as a finite sum of the form J2xp®ap with %> S Co, ap € Ao, and hence

UTr(h)FTr(h)U*ir(c) is clearly a finite sum of the form Z)/t7r(cfc)^.fc7r(cfc) ® °fc> with efc,c4 G Co,

j4fc ^ ^ ( ^ ) a n d a>k G ̂ 4o- Prom this it follows that F' is properly supported.

It is easy to show the equivariance of F'. Indeed, U(F' ® 1)U* = (id ® id ® <j>)((id ®

A)(Uir(h)Fir(h)U*)) by using the fact that (id® A)(U) = t/12^13 and A is a *-homomorphism.

Now, since it is easy to see using what we have proved in the earlier section that (id ® id ®

4>){(id® A)(X)) = (id<g> 4>)(X) ® 1, for X G M(BQ(U) ® A), from which the equivariance of F'

follows.

Finally, we can verify that ir(c)(F — F') is compact for c G Co, hence for all c € C, by very

similar arguments as in [13], adapted to our framework in a suitable way. We omit this part of

the proof, which is anyway straightforward.

Let us make some more notational convention and note some simple but useful facts. Since

the von Neumann algebra generated by A in B(K.) is the direct sum of matrix algebras ®a^iAa =

®aMna, where © has been used to denote the weak (or equivalently strong) operator closure

of the algebraic direct sum, it is clear that for any X G 8(71) <8> A" = ®aB(V) ® Mna, so in

particular for X G M (Boffl) ® A), we can write X = YLa,i,j -^fj ® eg as a strongly convergent

sum, with X* G B(H). For £ G H, it is clear that X£ = J^aij Xijt®e?j e U<8>A", where we recall

that K ® A" is the smallest Hilbert von Neumann .4"-module generated by the algebraic right

•4-module K (g>aig A. Recall from the Introduction that X£ G M ® M(A), and (id ® A)(X£) —

(id®A)(X)^en,X £M(B0(M)®A).

Furthermore, for any finite subset J C / , it is clear that Xj := (\®ej)X = J2aeJij=i na
 xtj-

Now, recall that there is a bijection of the index set / , say a i-» a', such that S(ea) —

ea>,S(ea>) = ea. In particular, S(ea + ea>) = ea + ea>. Thus, given any finite J C / , we can

enlarge J suitably such that S(ej) = ej. Since ej 's are central projections, it is easy to see that

(id®S)(Uj) = U*j = (Uj)* whenever S(ej) = ej. Now, for ( G Ho, say £ = -K(C)T}, ceC0,?]eH,

we have that (ir(h)U)£ = ((ir<8>id)((h®l)Ac(c))U)r) = ((l®ej)(n®id)((h®l)Ac(c))U)r), where

we have chosen some finite subset J of / by using the fact that (h ® l)Ac(c) G Co ® Ao, and if

necesasary by enlarging J suitably, assumed that S(ej) — ej. Thus, we can write (7r(/i)L/)£

as a finite sum over some set indexed by p (say) of the form ]Cj>7r(^)^i s ® U^ , where

U[p) G B(U), U^p) G A , and we also have £ p u[vY ® t/2
(p)* - E P u[p) ® S(U^p)).

Let Ho ••= TT(C)'H. By the fact that F' is properly supported, it is clear that F'Uo C HQ. We

now equip %Q with a right ^lo-rnodule structure. Define
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for £ € Ho,a € .4o- It is useful to note that for c 6 B(U) <g>aig Ao, {id <g> 4>e-^s(a)e-2)(c) ~

(id ® [ipoa ° 5'~1))(c) by simple calculation using the properties of tp and 0 described in the

previous section. By taking suitable limit, it is easy to extend this for c e M(Bo(H) ® A), in

particular for U. So we also have that £.a = (id <g> Vfla ° " S 1

Proposition 3.4 ($.a).b = £.(a*b) for a,b G A>,£ € %>• That is, (£,a) i-j- ̂ .a is indeed a right

Ao -module action.

Proof :-

Choosing finite subsets J,K of/ such that 6~lS(a)0~2 € supp(eK),0~lS(b)0~2 € supp(ej), we

have that

aeJ;i,j=l,...,na

= {id ® V0

= (id <

Now, by a straightforward calculation using the properties of ip, S and 9 one can verify that

^ 2 ) = fl-^a * b)6~2, which completes the proof.

For £, ?? S ^OJ say of the form £ = 7r(ci)f', T? = K(C2)V'I it is clear that T^V{U) is an element of

Ao, since (7r(c?)£/7r(c2) = (vr®id)((ct®l)Ac(c2))C7, which belongs to (Tr(C0)<8>algAo)M{B0(n)®

A) C #(ft) <g»alg ̂ .0. We define

identifying ^.o as the *-algebra ^lo described earlier.

We shall show that HQ with the above right ^o-action and the ^o-valued bilinear form

< .,. >_̂  is indeed a pre-Hilbert .Ao-module. However, instead of proving it directly, we shall

prove it by embedding T-Lo into the free pre-Hilbert _4.o-m°dule FQ :— K®aig^4o (with the natural

.4craction given by {£,®a)b :— £<S>{a*b),£, £ W , f l , 6 e i o = -4o)5 and showing that the pull back

of the natural ^o-valued inner product of TQ (which is given by < ^ ® a, r} ® b > :=< £, rj > a" * b,

£, rj € M, a, b € >4o = .4o) coincides with < .,. > ^ .

Define S : Ho -+ T§ by
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for £ e Ho. Note that by writing £ = 7r(c)£' for some £' € %, c € Co, we have that ((7r(/i)®l)C/)^ =

((7r®*d)((/i® l)Ac(c))E/)£', and since (TT ® id)((h ® 1)AC(c))U € TT(C0) <8>aig A , the range of E

is clearly in % ®aig A • We now prove that S is in fact a module map and preserves the bilinear

form < .,. >_/jo on HQ.

Proposition 3.5 For £,77 € % , a € .Ao, we have that

(i)

Proof :-

(i) Choose suitable finite set indexed by p such that (TT(/I)[/)£ = Sp7r(/i)C/j £ ® t/jj , where

C/{p) e B{H),U^p) e Ao, and also E P ^ I ( P ) * ® ^2
(P)* = Ep^i(p) ® ̂ (^2

(p))- U s i nS t h e f a c t s t h a t

A(^) = 6®9, S-l{6) = 6~l and that V(W) = i>(6b)Vb € A , and also the easily verifiable

relation ipa o 5" 1 = ^-15(0)0-1 f°r o G ̂ 4o, we have that

(ii) Choosing suitable finite index sets as explained before, such that (w(h) ® l)f/^ = Yip U[p ®

^ p ) , with E P ^ i P ) <S> ^(C/^^ = J2P U[p)' ® ̂ 72
(P)*> a n d similarly for (TT(/I) ® l)Urj with the index

p replaced by say q, we can write

E

= E
E
P,Q

E
P,Q
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using the fact that £ p U^ ® Uif' = J2P u[ ® S([/^) and the simple observation that

(^~1x) * (9~ly) = 0~1(o; * y). Now,

= (Tr(h2) ® S ® id)((id ® A)(U)r])

= (TT(/I2) ®td®

Thus, from (1) and (2), < S(£),Sfo) >= (T^®^<g>O((£%(h2)®l)^*®l)^i3) = 0-%,(/7),

since (id® 4>)(U-n(h2)U*) = 1. This completes the proof.

Note that from the above proposition it follows in particular that < £,r)a >^ =< £(£),

E M >=< S(£),E(7?)a >=< S(e),S(7?) > *a =< £,r) > ^ *a. Similarly, < £,ri >\o=<

rj,£ >_4o, and < £, £ > is a nonnegative element in the *-algebra AQ, since < .,. > on FQ is a

nonnegative definite form.

Given any C*-algebra which contains AQ as a dense *-subalgebra, we can complete TQ w.r.t.

the corresponding norm to get a Hilbert C*-module in which TQ sits as a dense submodule.

Let us denote by T and Tr the Hilbert A and ^-modules respectively obtained in the above

mentioned procedure, by considering AQ as dense *-subalgebra of A and Ar respectively. The

corresponding completions of Tio will be denoted by £ and £r respectively. By construction, S

extends to an isometry from £ to T and also from £r to TT. We denote both these extensions by

the same notation S, as long as no confusion arises. Clearly, £ = ££ C T as closed submodule,

and similar statement will be true for £r and TT-

Let us now compute the explicit form of E*. Fix £,?? € Tio and a £ Ao- Using the same

notation as in the proof of the Proposition 3.5, and using the easy observation that (9~1x)$ =

6~lx^ for x € v4o, we have that

V

using the fact that Y,pU[vT ® 5-x(^2P)*) = Ep^f' ® ̂ 2P)- Now, O^T^^U) * a =<

>A0 *a =< t> (*(h>)y)a >A0 • T h u s '

S*(??<8)a) = (ir(h)r})a = {id®if>e-is{a)e-2)(U)ir{h)ri.

Let us now prove the following important result.
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Theorem 3.6 Let T e B(H) be equivariant, i.e. U(T ® 1)U* — T ® 1, and also assume that it

satisfies the following condition which is slightly weaker than being properly supported :

For c € Co, one can find ci,...,cm £ Co, A\,..., Am € B{%) (for some integer m) such that

Then we have the following :

(i) T(£a) = (T£)a Va € AQ, and thus T is a module map on the Ao-module 'Ho- Furthermore, if

T is self-adjoint in the sense of Hilbert space, then < £,Tr] >^ = < T£,n >^ for £,r) € %o-

(ii) T is continuous in the norms of £ as well as £r, thus admits continuous extsnsions on both

£ and £r. We shall denote these extensions by T and % respectively.

(in) J/TTT(/I) is compact in the Hilbert space sense, i.e. in BQ{%), then T and Tr are compact

in the Hilbert module sense.

Proof :

(i) is obvious from the defintion of the right Ao action, the definition of < .,. >j , and the

equivariance of T. Let us prove (ii) and (iii) only for T, as the proof for TT will be exactly

the same. In fact, it is enough to show that STS* is continuous on F, and is compact if

Tir{h) is compact in the Hilbert space sense. Let us introduce the following notation : for

X € M{B0(U) <g> A),a S A0,7] e U, define X * b := (id ® id <g> tpb o S^^id 0 A)(X)), and

X * (77 ® a) := (X * a)v. Note that clearly X * a € M{Bo(H) <8> ^4.), so (X * 0)77 makes sense.

Now, we observe using the equivariance of T and the explicit formula for S* derived earlier that

for 77 G H, a €

where /5 € H is given by /3 = (id® ipg-is(a)g-2)(U)(TTr(h)r}). Now, by using the fact that

(id® A)(U) = U12U13, it follows by a straightforward computation that

= (id ® 6-1 ® {i/>Oa o S^Mid ® A)(U)(Tn(h)r]).

But ^(S'Hb)) = MeaS-^b)) = TP(aS~l(b)e) = ^(aS'1 (e^b)) = (^ ao5-1)(^~16), and hence

Prom this, it is clear that

77 ® o) = ((TT(/I) ® e~l)U(TTx(h) ® 1)) * (rj ® a).

Now, note that Tn(h) = Y^i^i^-^k, for some ci,...,cm G Co,Ai,...,Am € B(H), and so we

have (ir(h)®d-l)U(Tn(h)®l) = ^lk(l®9-1)(Tr®id)((h®l)Ac(ck))U(Ak®l). But (h®l)Ae(ck)

is in Co ®aig ^0 for each k = l,..m, and thus (n(h) ® 6~l)U(Tit(h) ® 1) e ^ ( ^ ) <8>aig -^o

clearly. Choosing some large enough finite subset J oil such that (ir(h) ® O~1)U(Tn(h) ® 1) =
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Ea6J,»i=i,.>»o
 Bij ® eg, (with £?§ € £ (« ) ) , it is clear that ETS* = E f t6W=i,... ]T1(1 B% ® Le?j,

where for x £ Ao, Lx : AQ -» Ao with Lx(a) = x * a. As Lx is a norm-continuous map on ^4,

the above finite sum shows that STS* indeed admits a continuous extension on the Hilbert

^.-module T. This proves (ii).

Furthermore, since K(H ® A) = Bo^H) ® A, where fC{E) means the set of compact (in the

Hilbert module sense) opeartors on the Hilbert module E, it is easy to see that ST£* is compact

on T if S g ' s are compact on the Hilbert space U. Now, J3g = (id®<j>fj)((ir(h)®e-l)U(Tir(h) ®

1)) = ir{h).(id ® <f>fj)((l ® 6-l)U)T-K{h), where <% is the functional on Ao which is 0 on all ePkl

except /3 = a, (hi) = (ij), with <f>fj(efj) = 1. It follows that Bfj 's are all compact if Tir{h) is so,

which completes the proof.

Now, let us come to the construction of the Baum-Connes maps fj,\ : KKf-(C,Cj!) —>

KKi{tf,A) and \i\ : KKf(C,($) -> KKi(<$,Ar)- Let us do it only for m, as the case of n\ is

similar, and in fact fj,\ will be the compositon of /ii and the canonical map from KK\ ((f, .4) to

KK\{(§,Ar) induced by the canonical surjective C*-homomorphism from A to Ar- Note that

an element of KKi(($,A) = K\{A) is given by the suitable homotopy class [E,L] of a pair of

the form {E,L), where E is a Hilbert Jl-module and L € C(E) (the set of adjointable ^4-linear

maps on E) such that L* — L, L2 — 1 is compact in the sense of Hilbert module. For more

details, see for example [7].

T h e o r e m 3.7 Given a cycle (U,TT,F) € KKf(C, Cp), let F' = F'h be the equivariant and prop-

erly supported operator as constructed in 3.3, with a given choice of h as in that theorem. Then

the continuous extension of F'h on the Hilbert module S (as described by the Theorem 3.6), to be

denoted by say T'h, satisfies the conditions that [J7^)* = T'h (as module map), and (J7'^2 — I is

compact on £. Define

:= [£,T'h] € KKX((?, A) = Kx(A).

In fact, [£,J-'h] is independent (upto operatorial homotopy) of the choice of h.

Proof :-

Since F'h is equivariant and properly supported, it is clear that T^ := {F'h)
2 — 1 is equivari-

ant and for any c € Co, there are finitely many ci, . . . ,cm € Co,A\, . . . ,Am € B{T-L) such that

ThTr(c) = ^Zk^i^Ak- Furthermore, by the Theorem 3.3, we have that TT(C)T)J, and hence

Tft7r(c) is compact operator on % for every c € C. So, in particular, T^TT(/I) is compact. By

Theorem 3.6, it follows that the continuous extension of T^ on £ is compact in the sense of

Hilbert modules. Furthermore, the fact that (T^)* = T'h is clear from (i) of the Theorem

3.6. So, [ 5 , ^ ] G KK\{(§,A). Furthermore, as we can see from the proof of the Theorem 3.3,

{F'h - F)ir(c) e B0{U) VC 6 Co, and so for h,h' satisfying A3, we have (F£ - F^)TT(C) G BQ{U),

and hence by Theorem 3.6, T'h — T'h, is compact in the Hilbert module sense. Thus, for each
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t € [0,1], setting F{t) := tF'h, + (1 — t)T'h, we have that T{t)2 — I is compact on £, and this

gives a homotopy in KKX{(§,A) between [S,T'h] and [S,^,].
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